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Executive Summary
This report is an assessment of the status, needs, and associated costs of seismic
monitoring in the United States. It is submitted in compliance with a directive cf
Public Law 105-4 7. It sets down the requirement for an effective, national seismic
monitoring strategy and an advanced system linking national, regional, and urban
monitoring networks. A broad spectrum of opinion was sought in developing this
report.
Seismic monitoring is vital to meet the Nation's needs for timely and accurate
information used in reducing the loss of life and property from earthquakes,
tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions. An Advanced National Seismic System is needed to organize, modernize, standardize, and stabilize seismic monitoring in the
United States.
Modernized seismic monitoring can provide (1) alerts within a few seconds of
imminent strong earthquake shaking, (2) rapid assessments of the distribution and
severity of earthquake shaking (for use in etnergency response), (3) warnings of a
possible tsunami from an off-shore earthquake, (4) warnings of volcanic eruptio'ls,
(5) information for correctly characterizing earthquake hazards and for improvir<s
building codes, and (6) critically needed data on the response of buildings and
structures during earthquakes, for safe, cost-effective design, engineering, and
construction practices in earthquake-prone regions.
Today, various institutions engaged in seismic monitoring in the United States face
many persistent problems and challenges. Outdated, inadequate equipment and
the lack of stable, long-term support are the most serious issues. Monitoring coverage is based on an uneven patchwork of networks loosely coordinated on a volunteer basis. Network operators must worry tnore about financial survival than
about enhancing services and products. Modernization of equipment is slow anc1
piecemeal at best. Valuable opportunities are being lost to issue earthquake alerts,
to expedite and focus emergency response, and to collect the data needed over tt..e
long term to develop improved hazard assessments and engineering practices.
An Advanced National Seismic System is required to organize and manage data
collection and distribution, and to provide new products and services.
Engineering. emergency response, and seismological interests will be served by
this new approach. Increased financial support is necessary to modernize the seismic monitoring infrastructure and to provide for stable, long-term operations. The
cost of the modernization effort is estimated at $170 million, with $4 7 million
needed annually for operations.
Inevitably, a catastrophic earthquake in the United States will result in the implementation of a system based on the actions described and the justifications give:'l
in this report. Thus, the question is not "what to do?'' or ''why do it?'' but
"when?". We are losing valuable opportunities with every earthquake to protect
and to learn; these opportunities and lessons are lost without modern, effective
seismic monitoring.

Preface
In fulfillment of the requiretnents of Public Law 105-4 7,1 the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) submits this report of an assessment of seismic monitoring in the
United States. This report includes statements of the Nation's needs for ~eismic
monitoring and recommendations for meeting those needs.
Rather than submit a report based on the views of a single government agency, the
USGS involved a broad cross section of the seismic monitoring community in
developing this document. Approximately 50 participants2 attended a 3-rlay workshop in Denver, Colorado, in June 1998. Attendees included those with expertise
and experience in emergency response management, seistnic monitoring for engineering design, and seismic monitoring on national and regional scales. The participants provided the views and concepts that form the basis of this report.
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Earthquake probability maps showing peak acceleration (%g)
with 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years

Seventy-five million Americans in 39 States
are exposed to significant earthquake risk.

1. Introduction
Earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions
cannot be avoided
and pose a national
problem.

Earthquakes and volcanic en1ptions are natural hazards that cannot be controlled or
reasonably avoided. Future losses of life and property due to earthquakes and volcanic activity in the United States and its territories are cetiain to occur.

+ Thirty-nine States are exposed to significant emihquake risk.
+ Six Western States are also exposed to significant volcanic hazards.
+ Seventy-five tnillion people, including 46 tnillion outside Califon1ia,
live in metropolitan areas in the United States at moderate to high
emihquake risk.

+ According to new estin1ates by the Federal Emergency Managetnent
Agency (FEMA), the average annualized loss to the Nation's general
building stock and essential facilities trmn emihquakes nationwide is
approxin1ately $4.4 billion.
The history of large earthquakes in the United States includes several events wl'':lse
repeat occurrence today would cause catastrophic losses. These historic emihquakes include violent shocks in southeastetn Missouri in 1811 and 1812~ soutb~rn
California in 1857~ the Island of Hawaii in 1868; Charleston, South Carolina, in
1886; southern Alaska in 1899; and northen1 Califmnia in 1906.
Forceful ren1inders of the econmnic losses from earthquakes are illustrated by
recent damaging urban earthquakes, such as Lmna Prieta (1989) $6 billion;
Northridge ( 1994) $40 billion; and Kobe ( 1995) $100 billion.
Seismic monitoring
is the foundation
upon which all
earthquake mitigation practices are
built.

Although the future occurrence of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions is inevitable,
catastrophic losses are not. Proper tnitigation practices and informed emergency
response procedures can greatly reduce the itnpacts of these events. The inlpletnentation of effective mitigation practices involves long and cmnplex processe<;'.
These processes require ( 1) quantitative assessment of the consequences of the
hazard, (2) developn1ent of proper building designs, practices, and codes, (3) effective land-use planning, and (4) acceptance and implementation of n1itigation practices by goven1n1ents at all levels. Seisn1ic monitoring provides the necessary
foundation of basic data on which the first three of these elements are based, and
without which they could not be developed, let alone acted upon.
More specifically, direct applications of seistnic tnonitoring include the following:

+ Earthquake Emergency Response. Seistnic monitoring can provide,
within a few minutes, timely information on the location and size of an
earthquake and on the geographic distribution and severity of ground
shaking. This information is becoming increasingly critical for effective response by emergency n1anagen1ent officials and crisis managers,
especially in urban areas with growing populations and cmnplex and
costly infrastructures.
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Seismic monitoring
also is necessary
for hazard warning,
assessment, and
research.

+ Warning of Volcanic Eruptions. Because n1ost volcanic eruptio'ls
are preceded by seisn1ic activity, seistnic n1onitoring of active and
potentially active volcanic centers is important. For exmnple, sei~mic
activity beginning in March 1980 preceded the eruption of Mount St.
Helens in May of that year. Seismic monitoring of volcanoes is na.cessary to provide warning of eruptions.

+ Warning of Tsunamis. The first warning that an offshore earthquake
n1ay have generated a tsunan1i (tidal wave) comes frmn seistnic monitoring. Coastal areas of Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, Puerto
Rico, and Washington are all vulnerable to disastrous tsunamis.

+ Seismic Hazard Assessment. lnfonnation on the likely level and
character of ground shaking that can be expected at any site frmn
future earthquakes is cmnpletely dependent on data from seismic monitoring. This information, in turn, is the basic foundation for setting
guidelines in building codes for earthquake-resistant design and construction.

+ Earthquake Engineering. Recordings of strong ground motion in
structures and on the ground near the source of large earthquakes are
essential for safe, cost-effective design and construction practices for
every type of structure in eatihquake-prone regions, including hon1es,
buildings, bridges, highways, airports, utility grids, datns, oil pipelines,
and other critical facilities.

+ Scientific Research. Data from seismic monitoring networks are fundatnental to a better understanding of emihquake occurrence and
effects and of the processes that cause volcanic eruptions and
tsunamis. These data contribute greatly both to basic science and to
practical research, such as the study of the influence of source effe~ts,
wave propagation effects, and local site-response effects on destructive
ground shaking.

+ Public Information. Any earthquake or other seismic disturbance that
hmnans sense or feel creates alarn1 and immediately raises the queC'tions, "'What happened? Where? How bad?" The general public and
news tnedia hn11 to seisn1ologists operating monitoring networks for
the answers.

+ Education. Seismic tnonitoring centers serve as focal points for educating the public about emihquake and volcano hazards and safety.
The centers also serve as training grounds for students pursuing
careers in earth sciences and engineering, and they provide special
expetiise to assist public policytnakers, design professionals, and planners in the implen1entation of mitigation practices.

6

This report stresses
the need for an
Advanced National
Seismic System.

Given the impmiance of seistnic monitoring, the central then1e of this report is tl.e
requirement for and the titneliness of creating the physical and infmn1ational inf~a
sttucture of an Advanced National Seismic System. Section 2 gives a detailed
assesstnent of existing seismic tnonitoring networks in the United States. Section
3 presents an overview of the planned Advanced National Seistnic System, together with a strategic plan for achieving it. Following sections then describe three
essential aspects of the proposed system: section 4, infrastn1cture required; section 5, infonnation products and services; and section 6, estin1ated costs and action
itetns for achieving the advanced systen1.
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The United States National Seismograph Network
(USNSN) is the backbone of seismic monitoring for the
Nation, but regional seismic networks that represent
critical elements of a National Seismic System face
severe problems and challenges.

2. Assessment of Existing Systems and Networks
An assessment of seismic monitoring networks in the United States requires de:+inition of some basic tenns, 3 docmnentation of the inadequacies in our national c:md
regional infrastructure for seismic monitoring, a comparison of the slow progr~ss
toward modernization being made in U.S. national monitoring compared with more
rapid progress in other countries, and a summary of a problem that demands our
national attention.

2.1 Basic Concepts in Seismic Monitoring
Seismic monitoring
systems consist of
sensors, recorders,
and data analysis
centers.

Seismic monitoring systems record any disturbances that generate seistnic (elastic)
waves, which propagate through the Earth and produce vibration or shaking of the
ground at the Earth's surface. The general term "seismic event" is used to indi~ate
any such disturbance. In addition to earthquakes, other seismic disturbances tl'at
can be dangerous or disruptive include volcanic eruptions, quarry blasts, sonic
booms, mine collapses, meteorite impacts, and underground nuclear testing.
In simple terms, seismic monitoring requires (1) a sensor (seismometer) that converts vibratory ground motion into an electric signal, (2) a local recorder or a communication network that transmits this signal to a data center, and (3) analysis at
this center that combines the signals from many seismometers to determine a location, magnitude peak acceleration, and other parameters that characterize the
source and nature of the event. Existing seistnic monitoring systems are of two
conventional types, weak and strong motion.

Most of the existing systems monitor either weak
seismic motions or
strong ground
shaking.

Weak-motion monitoring systems use very sensitive sensors that can record weak
vibrations in narrow frequency ranges both from small local earthquakes and f~om
distant moderate to large earthquakes. These sensitive monitoring systems are
essential for continuous surveillance and for characterizing many important de+ails
of earthquake occurrence throughout the United States and the world. These s:'stetns represent the traditional approach to seismic monitoring. Because they are
"designed" for the study of small earthquakes, in most cases they cannot record
large, nearby earthquakes with high fidelity. One of the primary products of tl'~se
systems is a list, or bulletin, giving the location and magnitude of seismic events in
the region covered by the sensor network over a given period of time.
Strong-motion monitoring systems use sensors with low sensitivity (called
accelerometers) that can record strong, potentially damaging shaking either of the
ground or of manmade structures. Strong motion is generally associated with
earthquakes greater than about magnitude 4 or 5. Strong-motion recordings provide fundamental data for engineering design and construction practices and for
seismic design criteria for building codes. The primary data and results from these
systems are records of strong shaking and empirical relationships showing the
attenuation of strong ground shaking with increasing distance frmn the source.
3see appendix 7.3 for list of acronyms used in this report.
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Historical differences in instrumentation and interests
have divided seismic monitoring
efforts.

These two distinct systen1s developed due to differences in tnonitoring inte"ests
and instrmnentation. The engineering cmntnunity was interested in recording only
the very strong shaking of the ground and structures, and the instrutnents n ~eded
for this purpose were incapable of recording sn1all or distant eat1hquakes.
Seistnologists were interested in detecting and locating as many events as r0ssible
for defining the seistnicity associated with active tectonic and volcanic structures.
The instruments used for these purposes were driven off scale by the strong shaking from nearby events.

Today's modern
seismographs can
serve multiple
needs.

Traditionally, a seismograph consists of a seismmneter and a recording system.
The amplitude, or dynamic range, and resolution are tneasures of the ability of the
instrument and recorder to faithfully record both very weak and very strong vibrations. The frequency range, or bandwidth, is a measure of the ability of the instrutnent to record a wide band of frequencies of seistnic motion. The ideal seismograph has high dynan1ic range and resolution and broad-band recording capability.

For the purposes of this report, a modern seismograph
records seismic data in digital format over a broad range
of frequencies and amplitudes extending from the background Earth noise to as high as two times Earth's gravitational acceleration.
Seismographs developed after the tnid-1980's are capable of capturing the full
range of frequencies and atnplitudes that convey the rich details of information
embedded in seisn1ic waves. To use a simple analogy, an earthquake can l'~ compared to a symphonic orchestra playing a passage that involves all of the in<;'ttuments; however, outdated, weak-motion listening devices tniss the high anc low
ranges of the music and produce distm1ed sound when the volume increase:'.
Outdated, analog strong-tnotion devices will record only the last of the cre5'cendo.
A n1odern seisn1ic monitoring systetn should capture both weak and strong n1otion
to provide the full range and spectrum of seismic information available and,
through combined analysis, provide practical results that greatly exceed those previously realized in independent operations.

2.2 Survey of Seismic Monitoring Networks in the United f'tates
In the sun1n1er of 1998, a survey was taken of all weak-tnotion and the maj0r
strong-motion networks operating in the United States and its teiTitories (smntnary
given in appendix 7.4). Forty-one individual networks were surveyed. These
range fron1 stnall networks of three or four stations operated by a single incividual
at a stnall college to networks of hundreds of seismographs with a relatively large
staff to maintain the recording and processing infrastructure. Two setni-am::tteur
networks (Public Seistnic Network and Princeton Eat1h Physics Project) are operated by private individuals or school groups with little or no external operational
suppm1 other than perhaps smne startup equiptnent and advice from profesfionals.
Smne network operations are tnission-specific, such as the Hawaii Volcano
Observatory of the USGS or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), Pacific and Alaska Tsunami Wan1ing Centers; others such as the
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Southern California Seismic Network have n1ultiple missions, suppmiing agenr.ies,
and clients. Son1e networks are financed entirely by the USGS, some by other
Federal or State agencies, some by private corporations, and many by a mix of all
of these.
Seismic monitoring
networks in the
United States are
operating with outdated equipment.

The variety of sizes and operating instih1tions for these networks is evident in the
summary table of appendix 7.4. Note that, under the instrument types, for most
networks, tnodern broad-band insttun1ents (type "BB") make up only a sn1all o~·
nonexistent pati of their seismograph stations. Only 6 percent of cunently ope··ating seisn1ographs in the United States can accurately record both very small ani
fairly large eatihquakes on-scale. Sitnilarly, far fewer than half of the strongmotion instruments (type "'SM") cunently operating have digital recording capability, which is needed to record on-scale both moderate eatihquakes and rare, very
large events, and to provide rapid access to the data.
This inventory of regional seismic monitoring networks in the United States sh':lws
that most were installed in the 1960's and 1970's chiefly as research networks
designed to provide relatively fine scale inforn1ation on the spatial distribution and
characteristics of small to tnoderate-sized earthquakes. Their original equipme'lt
served this mission well but becan1e outdated in the 1980's as digital instrumertation, improved sensors, and an expanded tnission evolved. Sitnilarly, tnost of the
strong-tnotion networks in the United States predate digital technology and,
although still useful, do not meet the cunent needs of engineers and etnergency
management officials.

2.3 Regional and National Monitoring Centers
Regional monitoring centers perform the important function of analyzing and cistributing seistnic data and infonnation on earthquakes in seismically active areas.
Regional centers also provide local expertise on earthquake hazards informatio'l
for the local engineering and emergency management cmntnunities and for the
general public, and they provide training for undergraduates and graduate sh1dr-nts
pursuing careers in seismology and related fields. Regional centers have developed on an ad hoc basis over the last 30 years. They have received funding from
various sources for various purposes, with limited sustained support and central
direction.
The National Earthquake Infom1ation Center (NEIC) is operated by the USGS and
provides uniform coverage for seismic events greater than about magnitude 3.: for
most of the United States, and for datnaging eatihquakes worldwide. The NEIC
provides coverage in areas outside those covered by regional networks and provides important, independent reporting of earthquakes within areas of regional
coverage. The NEIC contributes critical data and information for NOAA's tsunami warning operations, the National Warning Center, the Federal Etnergency
Management Agency, the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, and the Red
Cross, as well as to all State emergency n1anagement offices. The NEIC also provides other infonnation and educational products, such as definitive earthquake
catalogs, seismicity maps, and publications on the earthquake history of the United
States.
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2.4 The USGS Role in Seismic Monitoring
The USGS has the assigned Federal responsibility to '"monitor seismic activity" in
the United States.4 It fulfills its role in seismic monitoring in the United States by

+ Operating the United States National Seismograph Network (USNfN),
a skeletal network of 56 broad-band seismograph stations widely
spaced throughout the United States.
The USGS has the
responsibility for
monitoring seismic
activity in the
United States.

+ Operating the National Eatihquake Information Center, which repo'is
on all earthquakes in the United States large enough to be felt by
humans, and all major earthquakes worldwide.

+ Operating the United States National Strong Motion Progratn, a ne+work of approximately 600 instruments specifically designed to record
strong ground shaking.

+ Contributing funding, and sometitnes staff, to the operation of 16
regional seismic networks in tnany, but not all, seismically active areas
of the United States. A list of regional monitoring activities suppmied
by the USGS is given in appendix 7.5.
Most of the USGS
funding for national
and regional monitoring goes toward
operation and
maintenance of
existing networks.

The USGS funding available for seismic monitoring is provided annually through
the Federal budget cycle. Funding for seismic monitoring must compete with
other priorities and programs within the USGS, the Department of the Interior, and
the Federal Government as a whole. In FY 1999, this funding is $14 milliC'~ for
domestic monitoring and $3.8 tnillion for global monitoring. (See section 2.6 for
comparison with other countries.) The USGS provides its support to regionql network operations through 3-year cooperative agreements.
Most of the USGS funding is applied to the operation and maintenance of f~ismic
networks, the routine analysis of data, and the dissemination of results. Current
funding available to the USGS, given its other responsibilities under the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP), is not adequate for a comprehensive modernization of the seismic networks it supports.

2.5 Progress in Modernization of Seismic Networks
Limited progress has been made over the past two decades in modernizing seismic
networks. Most of this progress has been due to supplemental funding pro"'rided
by other agencies or interests to networks supported by the USGS.

+ The United States National Seismograph Network (USNSN). T'·,o
USNSN was founded by the USGS in the late 1980's with funding
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The USNSN ani

4Public Law 101-614.
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the Global Seismograph Network (GSN) are the primary sources of
data for the NEIC. Previously, NEIC had relied on data from selected
stations in regional networks. The data were very limited in frequency
bandwidth and dynatnic range, and they were transmitted to NEIC
over expensive and unreliable conventional telephone circuits. The
NRC funding allowed more than 50 modem stations nationwide with
dedicated satellite communication links to NEIC.
Limited modernization of USGSsupported networks
has been possible
only with funding
from other sources.

+ Southern California. Following the 1994 Northridge earthquake, a
5-year, $20 million project named TriNet, funded largely by FEMA
and involving the collaboration of the USGS, California Institute of
Technology, and the California Division of Mines and Geology, was
formed in southern California. TriNet has integrated weak- and
strong-motion monitoring to itnprove regional earthquake monitoring
for a broad array of earthquake and engineering research and to provide rapid earthquake information for emergency response and recovery in damaging earthquakes.

+ Pacific Northwest Tsunami Warning.

NOAA, USGS, and the States
of Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington are upgrading
some of their existing seismic stations for improved tsunami monitoring and public warning. These efforts are a significant first step in
addressing the needed modernization of a few specific regions and
missions; however, they do not address broad, national needs.

+ Global Seismograph Network.

The Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) in collaboration with the USGS and
the University of California, San Diego, developed the GSN for collection of data at worldwide sites. Designed primarily for research and
monitoring of specific areas, the GSN was initially funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Department of Defense.
The extraordinary effort required to develop the GSN and to provide
easy access to its data gave rise to the development of the IRIS Data
Management Center, a pioneering resource for the distribution of seismological data and information.

In all these cases, funding for improven1ents has come from other agencies with
specific goals and needs. Consequently, these individual developments have net
been well coordinated, resulting in uneven and ad hoc progress toward addressing
the Nation's seismic monitoring needs. However, these developments demonst~ate
that the seismology community has the technical expertise and experience need~d
to develop an Advanced National Seisn1ic System.

2.6 International Comparisons
Like the United States, Japan and Taiwan have had similar problems with outdated
seismic networks, but, unlike the United States, they have acted in recent years to
replace outmoded equipment with new digital seistnic monitoring systems on

15

Japan and Taiwan
are far ahead of
the United States.

local, regional. and national scales. Japan is in the process of upgrading its national infrasttucture for n1onitoring seismic events. After the 1995 Kobe earthquake,
Japan doubled its annual federal earthquake research and tnonitoring budget to
$144 tnillion, not including salaries, which would approximately double ths figure.
In comparison, the USGS spends $15 n1illion annually on all its domestic seismic
monitoring operations, including salaries. Although the USGS budget for seismic
monitoring does not represent the total Federal dollars spent on earthquake and
volcano n1onitoring activities, it does represent the majority of funding.
The Japanese and Taiwanese have appropriated large budgets to tnodetnize their
stt·ong-tnotion networks-about $300 tnillion in Japan and about $40 million in
Taiwan for implen1enting modem digital equipment. By contrast, almost all of the
strong-n1otion equipn1ent in the United States is part of an old analog system, and
the budget for the United States National Strong Motion Program (funded by the
USGS) is $2.8 million in FY 1999.

2.7 Summary of the Problem
Seismic monitoring in the United
States is patchwork, modernization is piecemeal,
and funding for
operations is too
little and unstable.

Seismic n1onitoring in the United States faces many problems and challenges, the
most notable of which are

+ Outdated, inadequate instnnnentation.
+ Separation of functions between strong- and weak-n1otion tnonitoring
systen1s.

+ Lack of uniform geographic coverage in areas at risk.
+ Lack of unifonn operational standards.
+ A struch1re that, at best, is an uneven patchwork of loosely confed~rat
ed networks with different equipn1ent, operations, products, and fundtng sources.

+ Lack of a stated Federal con1mittnent to provide long-tetm suppor+,
oversight, and n1odemization for seistnic monitoring throughout
Nation.
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The concept and implementation plan for a
National Seismic System emerged from the
needs of the academic, engineering, and
emergency response communities.

3. Overview of an Advanced National Seismic

Systen~

3.1 Steps Toward an Advanced National Seismic System
The seed of a
National Seismic
System was planted
in the 19ao·s.

The concept of a National Seismic System originally emerged in the 1980's as a
desirable way to unify seismic tnonitoring in the United States. The motivation
was and still is to create a framework for tnodernizing instrumentation and revc 1utionizing the data available for research, engineering, and public safety. A 198S'
report published by the USGS entitled, ""National Seistnic System Science Plan"
articulated the great scientific and practical value such a system would have. T',~
1989 report drew from repmis by the National Research Council in 1980 and
1983, which addressed seistnic monitoring needs in the United States.
A repm1 by the National Research Council in 1990 entitled, "'Assessing the
Nation's Earthquakes, The Health and Future of Regional Seismograph Networks"
strongly supported the creation of a National Seistnic Systetn. As a n1atter of great
practical in1portance, the report underscored the need for the Federal Government
to "'establish a more rational, coordinated, and stable means of support for the s~is
mic networks of the United States." The future of seismic monitoring in the
United States still hinges on this issue.

A volunteer. grass
roots effort started in 1993, with
no funding for
implementation.

A first-generation National Seismic Systetn was established in 1993 through thr.
formation of the Council of the National Seismic System (CNSS). The CNSS is a
national consortium of seistnic network operators, now including 30 institutions
and agencies throughout the United States, involved in the permanent operation of
seismic networks. What exists today as a National Seisn1ic Systen1 was formec'
through coordination and lin1ited data exchange between regional seistnic networks
and the USNSN. One of the fundamental shortcomings ofthis system, atnong others already described in section 2, is the lack of integration between weak- and
strong-motion networks.
An action plan for the in1proved acquisition and dissen1ination of strong-motion
data was put forward in 1997 in a NSF repmi entitled, '"Vision 2005: An Actio~
Plan for Strong Motion Programs to Mitigate Earthquake Losses in Urban Areas."
The aim of the plan is to advance earthquake engineering, emergency response and
recovery, and earthquake design practice. The need to expand the gathering of
strong-motion data in the United States had been persistently identified in earlier
reports by the National Research Council in 1982, 1985, 1987, and 1989.

Strong-motion networks begin a
national system
approach.

In 1998 the Consortium of Organizations for Strong-Motion Observation Syste.':ns
(COSMOS) was fonned, fulfilling a pritnary need identified in the 1997 NSF
Vision 2005 repm1. A first-order goal of the COSMOS is to provide a continuing
strong link between the users of strong-tnotion data and the organizations that
operate strong-motion networks. The engineering community recognizes that t~a
ditional instrumentation and strategies for monitoring earthquakes no longer provide adequate data and information for tnitigating earthquake hazards in buildings
and structures.
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3.2 Vision and Mission of an Advanced System
At a workshop on
this report, the
concept of a combined, advanced
system emerged.

The vision of a next-generation National Seisn1ic Systetn crystallized in th~ preparation of the present report to Congress. The process of writing this report brought
together seistnologists frmn the CNSS and earthquake engineers from COfMOS
and resulted in a plan that con1bines integrated seistnographic monitoring on all
scales with strong-n1otion recording and stn1ctural-response monitoring focused on
urban areas at risk.
The tnission of the Advanced National Seisn1ic Systetn is to provide accurate and
timely data and infonnation on seismic events and their effects on buildings and
structures, employing tnodern monitoring methods and technologies.

3.3 Fundamental Goals
The national workshop patiicipants who worked together in June 1998 to shape the
core n1essage of this report (see Preface) reached a consensus on four fund:unental
goals for an Advanced National Seismic System.
Four goals require
equipment modernization, new monitoring concepts,
and rapid dissemination of information.

+

Establish and maintain an advanced infrastructure for seismic monitoring throughout the United States that operates with high performarce
standards, gathers critical technical data, and e±Iectively provides
inforn1ation products and services to meet the Nation's needs. An
Advanced National Seistnic Systetn should consist of tnodern seistnographs, cmntnunication networks, data processing centers, and welltrained personnel; such an integrated system would constantly reccrd
and analyze seisn1ic data and provide titnely and reliable infonnation
on emihquakes and other seismic disturbances.

+ Continuously n1onitor earthquakes and other seisn1ic disturbances
throughout the United States, including emihquakes that may cause a
tsunan1i or precede a volcanic eruption, with special focus on regie ns
of n1oderate to high hazard and risk.

+

Thoroughly tneasure strong eatihquake shaking at ground sites and in
buildings and critical structures. Focus should be in urban areas and
near tnajor active fault zones to gather greatly needed data and infornlation for reducing eatihquake impacts on buildings and structures.

+ Auton1atically broadcast information when a significant emihquake
occurs, for itnmediate assessment of its itnpact. Where feasible, for
sites at distance frmn the epicenter, broadcast an early warning seconds before strong shaking arrives. Provide sitnilar capabilities for
autmnated warning and aleti for tsunamis and volcanic eruptions.
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3.4 Operational Concepts
An Advanced National Seistnic Systetn, to be effective and efficient, tnust be
based on operational concepts that are different from those under which networks
have worked for the past half century.
The new system
must break the
mold of weak- and
strong-motion networks operated for
separate and limited objectives and
interests.

+ The inteiTelated con1ponents of a National Seismic Systen11nust function in a well-organized way. The systetn should be designed, created,
and operated using a systen1s engineering approach to ensure that both
the whole and its patis meet the desired perfonnance goals in a costeffective way.

+ An Advanced National Seistnic Systen11nust deliver useful and titnely
infonnation products and services, as well as collect technical infonnation
to tneet both immediate and long-te1n1 needs of the Nation. Advances in
earthquake science and engineering require the gathering of new highquality data. At the satne titne, a publicly funded Advanced National
Seistnic Systen1 requires etnphasis on innovative and dedicated custom~r
service to all users needing infonnation and assistance.

3.5 Strategic Plan and Actions Required
Four basic, required components are needed to consttuct an Advanced National
Seistnic Systetn that effectively achieves the four fundamental goals-modem
instrumentation, tools for effective distribution of earthquake data and infmmation,
perfonnance standards, and leadership. The strategic plan for building the desired
system has six key elen1ents.

This retooling must
be comprehensive
and systematic.

+ Integrate existing capabilities and expertise of regional seisn1ic networks, strong-motion networks, and the U.S. National Seisn1ograph
Network, and use a systems engineering approach to create a n1aster
plan for nationwide seistnic n1onitoring and infon11ation flow, including performance goals, standards, and procedures.

+ Modernize and expand the int!·astructure necessary for monitoring
earthquakes and volcanoes. These tasks will require expansion of the
USNSN, con1plete n1oden1ization of regional networks, and integratior
of these with new instru1nentation in urban areas at risk from damaging eatihquakes.

+ Install robust capabilities (hardware and software) for real-titne data
acquisition and processing and for the automated exchange of seistnic
network data mnong the national and regional network-recording centers that will be linked under an Advanced National Seis1nic Systetn.
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+ Establish an effective data management schetne for the integration,
archiving, and distribution of seisn1ic data collected by alltnonitoring
elements of the advanced system.

+ Develop interagency and public-private collaboration for enhancirg
the infrasttucture and advancing the goals of the system. (Monito~ing
in urban areas for eatihquake safety is one notable example of potential collaboration with the private sector, where the private sector
would have its interests, needs, and involvement integrated into an
Advanced National Seismic System.)

+ Optin1ize the use of real-titne seismic infonnation through training and
public education as part of a responsiveness to the constant evolution
of digital technology and ongoing change affecting all segments of our
society. (Collaboration with the Federal En1ergency Management
Agency in conducting drills and exercises based on real-time simulations of earthquake infonnation is one example.)
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Obsolete seismic monitoring equipment dominates
most seismic networks in the United States.

4. An Advanced National Seismic System:
Infrastructure Requirements
To fulfill the Nation's needs for n1itigating earthquake and volcano hazards, the
obsolete equiptnent that don1inates most seistnic monitoring networks througho'lt
the country must be replaced. This section outlines the infrasttucture needed to
meet the vision, goals, and requirements of an Advanced National Seismic System.

4.1 National Seismic Monitoring
Expand the
national monitoring network to
100 stations.

The USNSN should be expanded to 100 n1odem seismographs, from its present
configuration of 56 stations, to provide uniform coverage in areas not covered l'y
regional networks. The USNSN supplies the pritnary data used for national seisnlic monitoring provided by NEIC. It fun1ishes monitoring and repmiing capal'ilities for the continental United States in places where none other exists, critical
real-time data for tsunan1i hazards tnonitoring, enhanced reporting and response
capabilities for regional networks in seismically active areas, and data for general
scientific research. With an average spacing of about 500 km between stations, the
present USNSN is too sparse to fulfill its n1ission.

4.2 Regional Seismic Monitoring
Modernize
regional monitoring with
1,000 modern
seismographs.

A total of 1,000 modetn regional seismograph stations are needed to replace existing analog equipment within the regional seisn1ic networks. Regional seismic networks provide improved space-tin1e resolution of seismicity and con1prehensive
characterization of seismic sources and active tectonic processes in regions of
moderate to high seismic hazard and risk. A cmnprehensive review is required to
identify hazardous regions targeted for seismic tnonitoring on a regional to local
scale. This task includes ensuring that all potentially active volcanoes in the
United States are tnonitored by at least three seisn1ographic stations within 20 km.

4.3 Urban Seismic Monitoring
The scarcity of recordings of strong eatihquake shaking in urban areas undersc')res
the basic need for achieving econmnically and socially acceptable eatihquake
resistance in both existing and new constnlction. The existing instrumentation in
n1etropolitan areas at risk frmn damaging eatihquakes, such as San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Anchorage, Reno, Men1phis, St. Louis,
Charleston, S.C., Boston, and New York City, is insufficient to meet the present
needs of the emergency management, engineering, and research con1munities.
ltnproving strong-motion monitoring in urban areas requires significant increa~es
in the number of instruments over existing inventory (appendix 7.4).
Install dense networks for strongmotion monitoring
in urban areas.

An additional 3,000 free-field (ground-based) strong-motion seismographs sho'Ild
be installed in densely populated areas at risk to strong ground shaking; these will
aid in rapid notification for emergency response and recovery following a
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datnaging eatihquake. Data will be analyzed at and results distributed fr01n
regional data centers. Measurements of strong ground shaking can now be
obtained relatively inexpensively using n1odern instrumentation technolog:.'. These
insttuments would be deployed in urban areas at risk to large, damaging earthquakes, such as San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Anchorage,
Reno, Memphis, St. Louis, Charleston, S.C., Boston, and New York City.
Instrun1ents would also be placed on or at critical facilities such as bridges, freeway overpasses and exchanges, and power plants.
Install additional
instruments for
strong-motion monitoring in structures.

Another 3,000 strong-tnotion instruments should be installed in buildings and
stntctures to resolve outstanding issues in engineering design practice. Th~ strongnlotion instnunents described here are intended to provide data on critical structures, facilities, and buildings for etnergency response applications and for engineering research and applications. These instnunents are a subset of lO,OC() instrunlents identified for deployment in structures in the NSF -sponsored report entitled,
"'Vision 2005: An Action Plan for Strong Motion Programs to Mitigate Eatihquake
Losses in Urban Areas." Table 3 (in subsection 6.2 below) gives an assesstnent of
the number of stations needed in various urban areas.

4.4 Regional and National Network Operation Centers
To ensure rapid and authoritative notification of potentially datnaging eart1'1Uakes,
national and regional seisn1ic monitoring centers tnust have in place robust capabilities (hardware and software) for real-time data acquisition and processing and
for the autmnated exchange of data and results. These tasks require moden1, modular computer systems using con1n1on infrastructure (operating systen1s, cmntnunications protocols, and so on); robust applications software; and integration of all
signals from ground-defonnation sensors, including Global Positioning System
(GPS).
Regional network
centers need modernization for routine monitoring and
emergency
response functions.

NEIC will be in
central leadership
role of any national
system.
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Regional network data centers need to be tnodernized according to unifom1 standards that will allow then1 to comtnunicate with each other, a national center, and
the public in the satne language. The centers need sustained support so thrt development and planning can be canied out on other than a piecetneal basis. Standard
data acquisition and processing software will be used to simplify the exchange of
infonnation and data between regional centers and the national center. In large
urban areas with moderate to high seistnic risk, regional monitoring centers will
produce 1naps, based on strong-motion data, showing the distribution of stt·ong
ground shaking following significant eatihquakes.

The National Eatihquake Information Center functions as the focal point fc'· all
seisn1ic monitoring in the United States. As such, it must lead in setting standards
for data fom1ats, data processing, and data exchange. It should serve, and has
served, as a backup for all regional networks and data centers. It n1ust be rble to
replicate their services should a regional center fail due to a 1najor earthqur ke,
power loss, or other extretne event, as one did during the Lmna Prieta and
Northridge earthquakes. It needs to modernize and expand its data and information products and associated dissen1ination procedures.

4.5 Data Management and Distribution Centers

Archiving and
distribution of
large volumes of
seismic data
are necessary
functions of an
advanced system.

Long-term investigations of earthquake and volcanic processes and effects require
investment in data management facilities to organize and distribute raw seismic
data for research purposes. NEIC is the national distribution point for parametris
earthquake data, earthquake catalogs, and general earthquake information; larger,
n1ore specialized facilities are needed to archive and distribute raw seismic data.
On national and regional scales, the seismological community has significant ex'Jerience in archiving and distributing data through the IRIS Data Management
Center and various regional centers such as the Northern California Earthquake
Data Center. As part of an Advanced National Seismic System, these facilities
would be expanded to accommodate the increased data, or new facilities modeled
on the IRIS center and the northern California center would be established elsewhere to respond to the needs and requirements of the research community.

4.6 Portable Seismograph Arrays
In regions prone to earthquakes where instrumentation is sparse, or where important earthquake hazard issues need to be resolved, seismologists resort to deploying ten1porary networks of sensors following earthquakes. These networks allow
monitoring of aftershocks and can contribute to increased understanding of local
earthquake effects. For example, portable seismometers, if deployed quickly, can
help determine the cause of concentrated or unusually severe damage. To facilitate
these studies, an Advanced National Seismic System should develop two portable
seismograph networks, each consisting of 25 modem seismographs, to supplement
permanent network tnonitoring, on a temporary basis, for aftershock studies and
other strategic recording, especially in areas where permanent network instrumentation is inadequate. The portable seismograph arrays and accessory equipn1ent
should be n1aintained and operated so that one set is located in the eastern and c ne
in the western parts of the United States.
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Seismic monitoring systems provide information for
immediate public safety, preparedness and risk
management, research, education, and building design.

5. Information Products and Services
A new system
means new products and services.

An Advanced National Seistnic System will provide better data, tnore con1plete
and timely infom1ation, and enhanced services to a wide range of technical and
nontechnical users. The n1any national needs for seismic tnonitoring infmmation
can be grouped into the following three basic categories:
•

Infom1ation needs for immediate public safety and en1ergency
response when the dangers of an earthquake, tsunami, or volcanic
eruption arise.

•

Long-tenn needs for technical data to advance science, engineering,
and hazard assessment so that vulnerability and losses in future earthquakes can be reduced.

•

Ongoing needs for infonnation and services, including expert assistance, in arenas such as education and awareness, public policymaking, planning and designing, and disaster preparedness and risk management.

In each of these three categories, the flow of infonnation and data under an
Advanced National Seismic System requires a coordinated information infrastructure suitably adapted to the World Wide Web and other cmnn1unication pathways
of our changing infom1ation age. In emergency situations, the system tnust reliably deliver needed infonnation, the information must be accurate and authoritative, and all available information from the system n1ust be integrated for conve'lient access. For research purposes, effective data managetnent will ensure standards for data recording, processing, and exchange that will lead to the timely integration and archiving of data and facilitate data retrieval. These strategies will
result in con1prehensive infmmation products for general use and decision making.

5.1 Time-Critical Information for Public Safety
A National Seistnic System can provide time-critical information on earthquake::,
tsunan1is, or volcanic eruptions. In the case of damaging or disn1ptive eatihquakes, it will provide valuable information for rapid aleti, response, assesstnent
of in1pact, and recovery.
An earthquake
early warning can
give a few seconds
notice of imminent
strong shaking.

Earthquake early warning is an emerging application of seisn1ic tnonitoring ted'·nology that offers the autmnated capability (where instrumentation is in place) to
recognize when an earthquake is in progress and to provide seconds to tens of s~c
onds of wan1ing before the onset of strong shaking at a site, depending on its distance frmn the epicenter. Early warnings can enable individuals in vulnerable s:tuations to protect then1selves or others. School children could take cover to avoid
injury from falling structural debris or nonstructural building components.
Surgeons can suspend delicate operations. Businesses and industries can stop c~it
ical processes such as the handling of toxic substances and protect assets such as
active data bases. Utilities and transpmiation lifelines can take preventive action
to avoid tnajor service disruptions.
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Rapid notification
can help direct
allocation of emergency response
resources.

Broadcasting post-earthquake notifications of the location, size, and distri'·''.ttion of
strong shaking where strong-tnotion instrmnents are in place allows appropriate
en1ergency response and recovery actions to begin. Authoritative earthquake
infonnation products for emergency response applications will provide resnonse
agencies with an immediate understanding of the scope of the event, the levels of
tnobilization required, and to some extent, the types of resources needed to
respond effectively and to allocate available resources efficiently.
Delivering emergency response infonnation will involve State and local e'llergency service agencies, which are responsible for taking actions based on earthquake notification provided by the National Seismic System and, in smne cases,
for delivering hazard warnings to the population. Providing rapid seismic information to any large and con1plex urban area-and indeed to the Nation-requires
careful planning, well-considered managetnent, and clear lines of organizational
responsibility. Local and regional broadcast news media will be included in the
information delivery systetn as partners, and partnership with other parts of the
private sector will also be developed.

Training and public
education are
important to ensure
effective response.

Training and public education are required for effective use of real-time seisn1ic
infonnation-especially earthquake early watnings. An appropriate public
response to an early warning will require close and careful coordination among
those who generate, deliver, and use this information. Technology transfer, training, and public education will be itnportant to ensure that new products of upgraded seistnic networks, such as near-real-time ground shaking maps, are understood
and used successfully in tnanaging emergencies, promoting greater safety, and
improving recovery. The Federal Emergency Management Agency has pl::tyed a
major role in pron1oting en1ergency tnanagement training. FEMA is in a strategic
position of leadership to promote the use of new real- time technologies.

5.2 Data and Information for Long-Term
Earthquake Loss Reduction
Data from seismic
networks are the
foundation for all
seismic hazard
assessments and
basic research on
earthquake and
volcano processes.

Seismic networks are a prin1ary source of data and information for understanding
and defending against the dangers of earthquakes. Advances in earthquake science
and engineering inevitably are made based on experience and data from actual
earthquakes. Long-term gains in earthquake safety depend on the sustained gathering of technical data through seismic monitoring. Although the seismological
data collected by the National Seismic System will be of value for both basic and
applied research, we emphasize their practical value for reducing earthquaJ~e losses.
A comprehensive national seismicity catalog is the foundation for evaluating earthquake potential, for wide-ranging research in earthquake science, and for reliable
earthquake hazard assessments at national, regional, and local scales.
Identifying and characterizing earthquake source zones and understanding the
physics of eatihquakes are essential to basic earthquake hazard research.
Identifying active faults, space-time patterns of occurrence, and rupture processes
of earthquakes leads to itnproved hazard assessments.
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Understanding earthquake source and propagation effects frmn large earthquake~ is
at the heart of earthquake engineering and hazards assesstnent. Understanding
how strong shaking propagates and how the Eatih responds to strong shaking
influences the design and performance of structures and critical facilities.
Validating and calibrating earthquake loss-reduction tools are fundatnental to nlodem emergency management response and recovery. Basic to this process is an
understanding of the assmnptions and n1odels used in developing new tnicrozon~
tion n1aps for ground shaking and liquefaction hazards in urban areas and in developing loss estin1ation programs such as HAZUS, now used by FEMA nationwid~
for forecasting earthquake losses.

Strong-motion data
are the basis for
advances in earthquake-resistant
design and construction practices.

An Advanced National Seismic Systetn will provide strong-tnotion data needed to
resolve outstanding issues in engineering design practice. Strong-motion measurements are needed ( 1) to define expected free-field ground n1otion (that is, shaking
of the ground on which sttuctures are built) for use as inputs in evaluating perfomlance of structures and systetns and (2) to in1prove and validate modeling and
analysis procedures used in assessing seismic performance of stntctures. The following data and infmmation will directly contribute to earthquake safety throug~
improvements in seismic-resistant design of buildings, dams, bridges, industrial
facilities, and lifelines:

+ Measuretnents and site-specific ground tnotion and site response to
help predict future free-field ground tnotion at a specific site and, in
the case of nearby damaged structures, to detem1ine ground tnotion to
which those structures were subjected.

+ Measuretnents of sttuctural response and soil-stn1cture interactions to
itnprove seistnic-resistant design of all structural types.

+ Ancillary tneasurements for selected stn1ctures to enable a complete
analysis of response to strong ground shaking. These measuretnents
include constitutive propetiies of soils, ground displacetnents, transient
stresses and strains in structural elen1ents, and hydrodynamic pressures.

+ Strong-motion data to address the specialized needs of
researchers and practitioners in the engineering community. Special
attention will be given to their needs for ( 1) standardized high-quality
processing of time-history recordings of strong ground acceleration,
(2) the availability of derived data from the direct recordings, such as
velocity, displacetnent, and spectra (response and Fourier), (3) important infmmation relevant to the original data recordings, and (4) ancillary tneasurements where available.
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5.3 General Information and Expert Services
The third category of national needs associated with seismic n1onitoring if the
need for information and services, including expert assistance. to individw:tls and
groups involved in activities such as education and awareness, public polisytnaking, planning and designing, and preparedness and risk management. Human
responsiveness, not just Web sites and other Internet outlets of information. must
be provided.
National and
regional data
centers serve the
public as sources
of earthquake
safety information.

The National Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colorado, is a national
outlet for earthquake information and information products and also is the recording center of the USNSN. Modernization of the NEIC will allow it to

+ Play a strong leadership role in the planning, development, and cc0rdination of the products and services of the advanced system.

+ Provide national and worldwide seismic monitoring with 24-hour/7day staffing and reporting capability.

+ Provide improved customer services to emergency management agencies, news n1edia, and the public in general.
Regional earthquake network centers also serve as regional information centers
and provide key leadership and expertise at regional, State, and local levels in
advancing earthquake safety. An important part of the plan for an Advanced
National Seismic System is to provide resources to enable regional seismic network centers to

+ Create useful and important region-specific information products (for
example, tnaps, data bases, reports, publications, Web sites) directly
arising from seismic monitoring.

+ Serve as local/regional infonnation outlets and repositories of exp~rt
ise, especially for expert assistance to public policymakers, safety officials, planning and regulatory agencies, local businesses, news tnedia,
and the general public.

+ Ensure the long-term availability of seismological expertise through
the education and training of the Nation's professional seismologists.

5.4 Summary
In summary, an Advanced National Seismic System will result in

+ Improved earthquake and volcano hazard assessment ( 1) by bridging
the gap between observation and itnplementation of hazard reduction
strategies, (2) through better probabilistic hazard assessment from better definition of seismically active faults and volcanoes, and (3)
through compilation of a complete catalog of earthquakes for the
Nation.
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+ Titnely dissetnination of eatihquake information for etnergency nlanagetnent activities through better real-time warning of tsunmni-producing emihquakes, authoritative emihquake and volcano early warnings and notification, and predictions of the distribution of strong
ground shaking in urban areas.

+ Better evaluations of the damage experienced by structures in strong
ground shaking through new observations of strong shaking in urban
areas exposed to high emihquake hazard.

+ Acquisition of new data for basic research on earthquake and volcano
processes, propagation and site effects due to Earth stnlcture, and prediction of ground motions for future, large damaging emihquakes in
urban areas.
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Earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions are national problems that require
national strategies to mitigate their effects.

6. Action Items for an
Advanced National Seismic System
6.1 Key Steps for Implementation
The strategic plan for creating an Advanced National Seismic System (see section
3) calls for building upon existing regional seismic networks, strong-motion networks, and the USNSN to integrate nationwide seismic monitoring and its information flow. Major investments in hardware, software, and communications aF~
required (section 4). Key steps for implementing the plan are the following:

+ Secure participation comtnitment of all networks that will becmne
Success depends
on: committed
participation,
stable funding,
standardization,
partnerships, and
planning.

either national, regional, or urban cmnponents of the advanced systen1.

+ Secure funding commitn1ent for new equipn1ent and for stable longtenn support of operations and service.

+ Set standards and perfonnance goals to ensure quality control and
effective results.

+ Establish and enhance pminerships to leverage and 1naxin1ize all available resources.

+ Develop and in1ple1nent a management plan to ensure that the diverse
eletnents of the National Seisn1ic System are organized into a whole
that will perform effectively as a ttue systetn.

6.2 Funding for an Advanced National Seismic System
There are two chief funding needs beyond current support for the advanced system-modernization and stable operations.
Approximately $170
millioa is needed
for equipment to
modernize seismic
monitoring in the
United States.

Approximately $47
million will be
needed each year
to maintain and
operate an
advanced system.

Modernization and reconfiguration. Existing networks will require the purchase
and installation of new equipment and the reconfiguration of certain regional networks to meet new operational requirements, such as early earthquake notificati 0n.
These costs are estimated in table 1.
These costs may decrease if equipment is purchased in large orders or if techno·logical advances reduce the cost of manufacturing. Nevertheless, a major investment of this magnitude will be needed, spread over a 5- to 10-year time period, to
achieve the required modernization of seismic monitoring in the United States.

Stable operational support. Seismic networks must be operated on a stable
funding base. Estimated annual operating costs are given in table 2.
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Distribution of Urban Stations. A preliminary estimate of the distribution of
seismic stations in various urban areas is given in table 3. This distributio'1 is
based, in part, on the level of seismic hazard and the population at risk. In practice this distribution may change smnewhat depending on the degree of development of urban seismic networks supported by State and local govemtnent~ and
other interests. A map showing the general distribution of the various types of stations is given in appendix 7.6.

Table 1. Costs for expansion and modernization for an Advanced National Seismic System.
[These costs (in 1999 dollars) include USGS overhead expenses]

Action Item

Cost

National monitoring: Expand the
USNSN to 100 modem seismographs
in areas not covered by regional
networks. (subsection 4.1)

Purchase and install 44 additional modem
seismographs, including satellite
communications, at $62,500 each.

$2,750,000

Regional monitoring: Complete
modernization of regional seismic
networks. (subsection 4.2)

Purchase and install 1,000 modem
seismographs, including communications
systems, at $31 ,250 each.

$31 ,250,000

Urban monitoring: Strong-motion
monitoring at ground sites for warning
and rapid damage assessment.
(subsection 4.3)

Purchase and install3,000 strong-motion
recorders, including communications
systems, at $18,750 each.

$56,250,000

Urban monitoring: Strong-motion
monitoring in structures for rapid
damage assessment and earthquake
engineering. (subsection 4.3)

Purchase and install3,000 strong-motion
recorders, including communications
systems, at $18,7 50 each.

$56,250,000

Regional network centers:
Modernization to manage new data
and functions. (subsection 4.4)

Modernization and standardization of
hardware and software at 20 regional
centers, approximately $1,000,000 each.

$20,000,000

National network center:
Modernization to manage new data
and functions. (subsection 4.4)

Modernization and standardization of
hardware and software at National
Earthquake Information Center (NEIC).

$2,000,000

Data management and distribution
centers. (subsection 4.5)

Use existing facilities.

Two portable arrays for aftershock
recording and special studies.
(subsection 4.6)

Purchase two (with 25 stations each) at
approximately $56,250 per station.

Total
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Equipment

0

$2,812,500

$171,312,500

Table 2. Annual operating costs for an Advanced National Seismic System at full operation.
[These costs (in 1999 dollars) include USGS overhead expenses. Existing USGS support of domestic
seismic net works, $14 million, could be applied to these costs]

Item

Activity

Cost
$35,500,000

Seismic monitoring data
centers: national, regional,
and urban.

Network operations, maintenance, and
data processing plus information
products and services.

Communications.

Dedicated circuits for 4,050 sites, at
$1,500 each, and dial-up circuits for
3,000 sites, at $1,000 each.

$9,075,000

Data management and
distribution centers.

Operations and services at two data
distribution and archiving centers, at
$750,000 each.

$1,500,000

Portable arrays.

Annual maintenance, deployment, and
data management.

Total

$800,000

$46,875,000
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Table 3. Approximate number of seismic stations needed, for various urban areas.
[The number for each area is based in part on a rough estimate of seismic risk. A relative risk factor war determined by multiplying the hazard by the population. The earthquake hazard is given in terms of the severity of
ground shaking (in percent of gravity) that has a 10 percent chance of being exceeded in the next 50 y~ars.
The number of stations needed may vary depending on State and local involvement in developing urban seismic networks. Only a few stations are placed in areas of low hazard with very high population]

Urban area
Los Angeles, CA
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Salt Lake City, UT
Anchorage, AK
San Diego, CA
Portland, OR
Reno, NV
Memphis, TN
St. Louis, MO
Santa Barbara, CA
Salinas, CA
San Juan, PR
Provo- Orem, UT
Sacramento, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Chattanooga Knoxville, TN
Stockton - Lodi, CA
Fresno, CA
Charleston, SC
Albuquerque, NM
Eugene - Springfield,
OR
Evansville, IN
Boise, ID
New York, NY
Boston, MA
Total
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Earthquake
hazard in %G
88
99
34
29
35
25
19
33
14
10
52
43
30
19
17
12
10

Population in
millions
15.4
6.5
3.3
1.2
0.3
2.6
2.0
0.3
1.1
2.5
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.3
1.6
1.1
1.1

Risk
factor
5.1221
2.4322
0.4241
0.1315
0.0397
0.2457
0.1436
0.0374
0.0582
0.0945
0.0786
0.0650
0.1134
0.0215
0.1028
0.0499
0.0416

Number o+'
urban stations
1,300
1,000
600
400
300
300
300
200
200
200
100
10C
15C
10C
10C
10C
10C

18
12
18
11
14

0.5
0.8
0.5
0.7
0.3

0.0340
0.0363
0.0340
0.0291
0.0159

60
60
60
50
50

11
7
6
5

0.3
0.4
18.1
5.8

0.0125
0.0106
0.4105
0.1096

40
50
40
40
6,0(f)

6.3 Standards and Performance Goals
The advanced system must perform
as a unit adhering
to common goals
and standards.

Standards, performance goals, and uniform procedures are critical to the succefs
of an Advanced National Seismic System. These must govern the whole range of
system operations from the installation and calibration of instruments to communication protocols, data archiving, and the distribution of data and information.

+ Standards for the collection, exchange, and archiving of seismic data,
including standardized data formats and standardized operating practices, will ensure quality control and efficiency in n1aking data quickly and widely available.

+ Perfom1ance goals for network monitoring will come fron1 a con1prehensive review of regions throughout the Nation where seismic monitoring is n1ost needed. This review will result in specific plans to
ensure such things as continuous surveillance and reliable delivery of
time-critical information in emergency situations, and real-titne
responsiveness of the national systetn 24 hours a day, every day of
every year.

+ Standardized information products will ensure that both technical and
nontechnical users throughout the Nation receive professional highquality, '"user friendly" service.

+ Standards for data collection and processing will not necessarily
require seismic network operators to stop using existing hardware and
software. Rather, they will prescribe guidelines that network operators and other potential participants must meet to integrate their
instrutnents and data into the National Seistnic Systen1.

6.4 Partnerships

All interests need
to be brought into
the management
and support of the
advanced system.

Many different Federal, State, and local agencies, as well as private companies,
are now involved in seismic monitoring activities in the United States. The indusion of most of these in the listing in appendix 7.4 reflects the current substanf ::J.l
cooperation between operators of weak-motion seismic networks (under the CJ ~SS
consortium) and operators of strong-motion seismic networks (under the
COSMOS consortium).
Because the need for seistnic information spans the interests of many public ard
private organizations, a true National Seistnic System with real-time capabilities
offers unprecedented opportunities for mutually advantageous partnerships to
modernize seisn1ic monitoring. These partnerships include the following:
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+ Interagency patinerships relating, for exan1ple, to etnergency response
and recovery; the safety of dams, mines, and nuclear facilities; risk
managetnent of public assets; itnproved building codes and seistnic
design; and cmnprehensive test ban treaty tnonitoring.

+ State-Federal partnerships in high-risk, densely populated regions
where existing seisn1ic tnonitoring is inadequate or in hazardous
regions where needs for tnonitoring have been neglected, perhaps
because of relatively low population or inadequate resources.

+ Public-private patinerships in urban areas at risk where instluments are
needed to tneasure strong ground n1otion in stn1ctures or in sparsely
populated areas where denser instrutnental coverage tnay be needed to
enhance the safety of comn1ercial facilities and infrasttucture.

+ International partnerships relating, for example, to con11non vulnerability to eatihquake, volcano, and tsunatni hazards-variously affecting
regions atnong the United States and Canada, Mexico, the Pacific
Basin, and the Caribbean Basin.
To date, coordination mnong existing seistnic networks has not been fully
achieved. chiefly because of different missions and scales of operation. An
Advanced National Seismic Systetn, however, introduces compelling advantages
for participation in the systen1. For both publicly funded and privately funried network operators, the rapid integration of their data with those from the entire seismic community will provide a tnore cmnplete assesstnent of any seistnic disturbance than would be apparent from their data alone. Individual network operators
will also benefit from the new technologies and streamlined procedures planned
for the National Seisn1ic Systen1.

6.5 Management Plan
The dynamics of infonnation technology are increasingly leading institutions and
organizations to become tnore distributed than hierarchical. The success of an
Advanced National Seismic System will require a con1bination of ( 1) purp0seful
systems tnanagement to ensure perfonnance of the system as a system and (2) consmiimn-type decision tnaking to accomtnodate the multi-jurisdictional, cooperative
nature of the subelements ofthe system, nmnely the participating seisn1ic networks.

+ The USGS should assutne pritnary responsibility for managetnent of
an Advanced National Seistnic Systen1, based on its assigned Fede··al
responsibility for national seismic monitoring. as well as its central
role in the operation and funding of current seismic monitoring activities in the United States (section 2 ).
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The management of
the system should
be based on the
strong implementation and continuance of consensusbased decisions.

+ CNSS and COSMOS, the national consortia of institutions and agencies that coordinate operations at pennanent seistnic networks in the
United States, will have both advisory and collaborative roles in nlanaging the advanced systetn and a collaborative role in establishing
standards, perfonnance goals, and standardized procedures for the systenl.

+ Network operators participating in the advanced systetn will directly
operate their subeletnents of the systetn, in coordination with the
USGS, and will patiicipate in decision n1aking for the system through
CNSS and COSMOS.
A useful (but admittedly in1perfect) analogy for the Advanced National Seismic
System is the air traffic systen1 in the United States. Individual air traffic contF)l
centers (like seisn1ic networks) have significant responsibilities in operating their
parts of the system, but a systetns manager in the form of the Federal Aviation
Administration (like the proposed role of the USGS) is clearly needed to oversee
and safeguard performance of the con1plex systetn, to enforce standards, and to
ensure that the Nation's relevant needs are well served.

6.6 Challenge and Opportunity
The paramount challenge for seismic tnonitoring in the United States, emphasized
in section 2, is the persistent lack of a stated Federal commitment to provide stable
long-term support and oversight for seismic monitoring throughout the Nation. As
n1ore people and more societal infrastlucture become concentrated in areas vulnerable to earthquake, volcano, and tsunami dangers, problems are growing.
Numerous national policy repmis since 1980 (see section 3) have repeatedly identified the need for leadership and action by the Federal Govemtnent to modernize
the Nation's infrastlucture for seismic tnonitoring, including strong-tnotion instumentation. Some progress has been tnade in specific regions, but in1portant nationwide needs remain umnet because current resources are simply inadequate.

Why act now? First, modetn seismology and information technology have dramatically increased the benefits that an Advanced National Seisn1ic System offers
today, compared to a decade ago. In our rapidly changing digital age, neglectirg
to modetnize seismic tnonitoring is setting the stage for national failure on a farreaching scale. Second, network seistnologists and earthquake engineers, by
breaking down previous disciplinary barriers, are poised in an unprecedented way
to n1ake an Advanced National Seistnic System a reality.
Inevitably, a catastrophic earthquake in the United States will produce the courses
of action urged in this repmi. Waiting to take these steps until after this event hqs
occurred does the Nation no service. The opportunity to act and create a long
overdue Advanced National Seismic System is here and now.
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7. Appendices
7.1 Excerpts from Public Law 105-47
Under Sec. 2 AUTHORIZATION OF REAL-TIME SEISMIC HAZARDS WARNING SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
( 1) IN GENERAL-The Director shall provide for an assesstnent of regional seisn1ic tnonitoring net-

works in the United States. The assesstnent shall address(A) the need to update the infrastructure used for collecting seisn1ological data for research and
monitoring of seistnic events in the United States;
(B) the need for expanding the capability to record ground motions, especially in urban area engineenng purposes;
(C) the need to tneasure accurately large tnagnitude seismic events (as detennined by the

Directo~);

(D) the need to acquire additional parametric data; and
(E) projected costs for meeting the needs described in subparagraphs (A) through (D).
(2) RESULTS-The Director shall transtnit the results of the assesstnent conducted under this subsection to Congress not later than 1 year after the date of enactlnent of this Act.
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7.2 Assessment Workshop Participants
Attendees - National Seisn1ic Monitoring Assesstnent Workshop
June 8-10, 1998, Denver, Colorado.
Arabasz, Walter
University of Utah

Hansen, Roger
University of Alaska

Bausch, Douglas
Northern Arizona University

Henmann, Robert
St. Louis University

Benz, Harley
U.S. Geological Survey

Hillenburg, Michael
Federal Emergency Management Agency

Borcherdt, Roger
U.S. Geological Survey

Johnson, Douglas
Columbia University

Bortugno, Edward
California Office of Etnergency Services

Kim, Won-Young
Columbia University

Buland, Ray
U.S. Geological Survey

Lee, Willie
U.S. Geological Survey

Chapman, Martin
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Long, Leland
Georgia Institute of Technology

Doll, Charles
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Malone, Steve
University of Washington

Dreger, Doug
University of California, Berkeley

McCreery, Charles (Chip)
National Oceanic & Attnospheric
Administration

Ebel, John
Weston Observatory, Boston College
Filson, John
U.S. Geological Survey
Gee, Lind
University of California, Berkeley
Goltz, James
California Institute of Technology
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Mori, James
U.S. Geological Survey
Nigbor, Robert
Agbabian Associates
Okubo, Paul
U.S. Geological Survey
Oppenheimer, David
U.S. Geological Survey

Powell, Christine
University of North Carolina

Stickney, Michael
Montana Bureau of Mines & Geology

Savage, Williatn (Woody)
Pacific Gas & Electric Company

Talley, John
Delaware Geological Survey

Shedlock, Kaye
U.S. Geological Survey

Talwani, Pradeep
University of South Carolina

Sitnpson, David
Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology

Vernon, Frank
University of California, San Diego

Sipkin, Stuart
U.S. Geological Survey
Smith, Kenneth
University of Nevada- Reno
Sn1ith, Richard
Idaho National Engineering & Environmental
Lab
Stepp, J. Carl
Earthquake Hazards Solutions

VonHillebrandt, Christa
University of Puerto Rico
Williams, Edmund
Ricks College
Withers, Mitch
Men1phis University
Yelin, Thomas
U.S. Geological Survey
Zollweg, James
Boise State University
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7.3 Acronyms
BB

Broadband

CNSS

Council of the National Seismic System

COSMOS

Consortium of Organizations for Strong-Motion Observation Systetns

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

GPS

Global Positioning System

IRIS

Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology

NEHRP

National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program

NEIC

National Earthquake Information Center

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NSF

National Science Foundation

NSMP

National Strong Motion Program

NSS

National Seismic System

RSN

Regional Seismic Network

SM

Strong motion

SP

Short period

USBR

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

USGS

U.S. Geological Survey

USNSN

U.S. National Seismograph Network
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7.4. Inventory of Seismic Stations
In the summer of 1998, the Council of the National Seismic System, at the request of the U.S.
Geological Survey, conducted a survey of all seismic networks in the country in order to inventory tre
existing seismic stations, network support, operating procedures and products. A summary of the survey
results is provided in the accompanying table and the details can be found on the Web at
http://www.cnss.org/NETS.
In summary, the 41 networks surveyed operate a total of 3,095 earthquake-monitoring stations in the
U.S. Of these 1,505 are short-period (SP) stations of the older, limited capability type, 325 have more
modem broad-band (BB) digital instruments, and 1,394 have strong-motion (SM) instruments, of which
fewer than half have digital recording capability (some stations have more than one type of instrument).
Of the 325 modem broad-band stations, almost 100 are part of the Public Seismic Network (PSN) or
Princeton Earth Physics Project (PEPP) networks and thus do not necessarily have good calibration.
optimum site locations, or continuous operation.
Although all these networks are in some way involved in earthquake monitoring, tnany do not do routine
processing and reporting of their data and only a few currently have robust automatic processing and
event notification capability. Only the "Southern California Seismic Network" can rapidly report fairly
comprehensive distribution and amplitude of shaking following a sizable earthquake in their region. In
most regions of the country, the recording and reporting of strong-motion data are handled independently
of the recording and reporting of seismicity data (location and magnitude of earthquakes).
Currently, networks of strong-motion monitoring stations, like regional seismic networks, are operatrri
by numerous organizations to fulfill their independent missions. The principal organizations are the
Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the California Division of Mines and
Geology, and the U.S. Geological Survey. Other government and private-sector organizations operate
more limited networks of instruments to support their independent missions. Principal among these are
the U.S. Department of Energy, Pacific Gas and Electric Company and other electric utility companies,
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Oregon Department of Transportation, Kaiser
Permanente, and owners of individual large buildings and other structures. Many more public organizations and private-sector companies maintain a few strong-motion instruments to meet their earthquake
safety needs. These monitoring activities are driven by the organizations' individual missions and to
date have been largely conducted without coordination with respect to either installation of the instruments or dissemination of data (see subsection 3.1 regarding the new Consortimn of Organizations for
Strong-Motion Observations, COSMOS).
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Inventory of
Seismic Stations
operated by
members of the
CNSS and cooperating institutions.

Network name
Alaska Earthquake
Infonnation Center
Arizona Earthquake
Information Center
AnzaArray
Billiken Network
Berkeley Digital Seismic
Network
Boise State University
Network
Southern California Seismic
Network
Delaware Geological
Survey Seismic Network
Hawaii Volcano
Observatory
INEEL Seismic Monitoring
Program

Georgia Tech Seismograph
Network
Global Seismograph
Network
Los Alamos Seismograph
Network
Lamont Cooperative
Seismic Network
Montana Regio~al
Seismo~ph Network
New England Seismic
Network
New Mexico Tech Seismic
Network
MIT New England Seismic
Network
Northern California Seismic
Network
Cooperative New Madrid
Seismic Network, Southern
Appalachian Cooperative
Seismic Network
Cooperative New Madrid
Seismic Network
Western Great Basin
Seismic Network, Southern
Great Basin Seismic
Network
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Institution

Instrument type
BB
SM
SP

0

191

9

7

1

1

13

1

5

0

25

·0
·
25

19

0

!0

Caltech/USGS

163

79

Delaware Geological Survey

3

0

0

USGS
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0

0

Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory
Georgia Tech University

24

0

6

I

0

USGS/IRIS

6

12

6

Los Alamos National
Laboratory
Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory
Montana Bureau of Mines and
Geology
Weston Observatory

13

0

0

16

2

6

29

0

0

0

11

New Mexico Tech University

17

0

0

Massachusetts Institute of
TechnoloJnT
USGS

4

0

0

376

0

University of Memphis

75

0

0

Saint Louis University

9

5

0

University ofNevada, Reno

102

9

0

University of Alaska,
Fairbanks
Northern Arizona University,
Flagstaff
University of California, San
Diego
Saint Louis University
University of California,
Berkeley
Boise State University

·0

·0

·10

·0

·0

·26

Institution

Network name
Central North Carolina
Seismic Network
Princeton Earth Physics
Project
PG&E Central Coast
Network
Puerto Rico Seismic
Network
Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center
Ricks College-Teton
Seismograph Network
South Carolina Seismic
Network
East Tennessee
Seismograph Network
Virginia Tech Regional
Seismic Network
U.S. National Seismograph
Network
University of Utah Regional
Seismograph Network
Pacific Northwest
Seismograph Network
West Texas Seismograph
Network
Cotps of Engineers Strongmotion Network
California Strong-motion
Instrumentation Program
National Strong-motion
Program
California Division of
Water Resources
Bureau of Reclamation
Strong-motion Network

University ofNorth Carolina,
Chapel Hill
High Schools in the United
States
Pacific Gas and Electric

Instrument 1yp~
SM
BB
SP
0
12
0

0
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0

20

0

3~

University of Puerto Rico,
Mayaguez
NOAA

14

0

0

11

1

0

Ricks College

4

0

0

University of South Carolina

22

0

0

University of Tennessee,
Knoxville
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

19

0

0

8

I

0

USGS

0

36

2~

University of Utah

86

4

3

University of Washington

129

10

11

University of Texas, El Paso

6

1

0

Army Cotps of Engineers

0

0

116

California Division of Mines
and Geology
USGS

0

0

412

0

0

6fll

State of California

20

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

0

54
0

6/l
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7.5 USGS-Supported Regional Networks
Region

Institution

Southern California

California Institute of Technology

Southern California

University of California, San Diego

Northern California

U.S. Geological Survey

Northern California - Data Center

University of California, Berkeley

Pacific Northwest

University of Washington

Pacific Northwest

University of Oregon

Pacific Northwest

Oregon State University

Alaska

University of Alaska

Sierra Nevada

University of Nevada, Reno

Utah

University of Utah

Central United States

University of Memphis

Central United States

Saint Louis University

Central United States - Strong Motion

Columbia University

New York

Columbia University

New England

Boston College

New England

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Southeast United States

University of North Carolina

Southeast United States

University of South Carolina

Hawaii

U.S. Geological Survey
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7.6 Map Showing General Distribution of Seismic Networks
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